Footy Park drama

In a great game at Unley today Souths, showing form reminiscent of their big days early in 1922, jumped the Double-Blues in the last five minutes of the game, after an all day battle, to win by four points.

Brenton Adcock got taken-off for Sturt with a dislocated jaw but stepped and fell as he was walking through the Member's Stand and pushed it back in again, so he was able to resume play immediately.

Bill Damer for Souths was taken off also in this quarter with a cracked skull after a nasty blow on the outer-side.

Doctors are doing their best but don’t think he will be playing footy for a long, long time.

The last quarter was a real bloodbath, marred by ugly incidents and a state of injuries for the Panthers.

All Beder was killed when he collected the goal post at the 12-minute mark; Bruce Simpson had to have some teeth removed from his skull with pliers after a big clash; and Dave Rennell was impaled on the goalposts at the 25-minute mark.

Real bad luck for Souths, these injuries, as they came at a time when the club wants to settle its forward line. Beder and Ronnie, and the impairment of Danny, as well as Harry’s hamstring, will leave gaps in the South lineup which will be hard to fill.

Something fell out of it too for a piece of Panther fur today, and it was a real crossover, but as the spin machine clicked away, they looked like a bunch of odd-ons for the colours.

Bobby Dazzler

What a hobby-dazzler of a mark! Sturt’s slyguy rover Bob Otey, was one of the smallest men on the field at Football Park yesterday but he rose to the occasion to take on overhead over West’s Chris Kellett and Sturt team-mate Trevor Soni.

Mouth Guard’s up for the ladies this week... Mercury Boy.

DARBYHICKS—vesselly in seemingly_hostname.

Here Australian football’s newly-appointed national recruiting manager is pictured at Adelaide College, where he is a senior master in agricultural science, with students (from left): Peter Reid, 18, Paul Mussett, 17, and Peter Gove, 15, and one of about 100 boys who won an national bandy team. Hicks introduced the poultry project to Roseworthy.

RACING

The NAGS with MOUTH GUARD!

"Thanks Malcolm, I suppose it was a quiet day all for the football fans but the Footy Park was a big spot win over Glenelg’s at Football Park and South’s thrilling victory over Sturt at Unley too. If you think it was thrilling you should have been at the races where it was a magnificently boring day at Morphettville today with metropolitan $2000 running second last in the Glerry’s Driver’s Reception and Ron and Ken Hyar flying ahead of the field in the Don Breaken Open and City Cup. Hyar finishing the day with a hair-removing victory in the Roe through Handicap and we pick them up on the film we can see City Cup winner thrill to the cheers of the crowd from Piledriver in second place on the rolls and in third place it’s Comfortable Son just ahead of Sitting Pretty bringing up the rear. They can watch the boy in the dark hat with the spotted horses, and the big cylinders as we come up to Piledriver and head for home he pulls back to pick the goal linemen just as they reach the fence... (gasp!) (whistle)... (sighs)... (applied intravenously in liquid form?...) how many people know that Mouth Guard once spoke for four days non-stop before they had to give him Mouthful?..." and if you look you’ll notice how they come over the fence the spotted horses aren't there he didn’t make it over it was a nasty fall and they had to shoot the jockey. I don’t know what we’d do without the boys at St. John Ambulance, they do a wonderful job straightening up but home now as they cross the last jump and it’s Piledriver making a strong bid for the lead and the crowd is really off. It’s head now with City Cup and under the whip fighting to stay in front with Filling Pretty doing brown stuff in last place just behind Comfortable Son in a shaky trial as they bring the whipings out to Drive the Lowdown Horse in fifth place and the crowd is all on them. It’s a warm and muck as they race for the pass forward and boosted by the big goal in only five minutes a good effort from the boys and the lead from the Reservoir.

The third quarter saw Sturt kick-on to a 20-point lead, and as the spin machine clicked away, they looked like a bunch of odd-ons for the colours.
CRUSTACEANS PLAGUE WEEKEND ANGLERS

CRAB CORNER

by Unile Raaph

Hello again! We are glad to see that all of you have kept up your interest since the last epidemic which seriously affected catches last year.

Fishing can be fun but there are risks involved in it, especially in noting that our little friends aren't all the rage in Adelaide again at the moment.

Often it is said that all trends lead to Rome — in this case they lead to a bully in this University. So obviously it is timely here to give some advice on the socio-medical problems involved.

How did you pick up your little friends? Was it
(a) a dusty dirt? (b) that brisk in North Adelaide?
(c) used clothing, communal mattresses or pets?

or was it
(d) the salt of the earth — or just about any other way you can think of?

Remembering the above if you weren't meant to catch them any other way, or are married.

Go to where you have a problem with your moustache or beard. Then
(e) either you are very short or are inclined to wear underwear around the beard in which case you should use your mouth for eating, drinking and talking only.

A CURSE IN SIGHT

Wondering how to get rid of them? You can use common 2 p.m. DDT lollies and shake or eat if you are brave and

Moore adventurous use any one of the following methods:

The Trendy "Dentile" Method

Take 2 pans of hair-spray and direct spray at affected area. Light the spray with a match or cigarette lighter and call an ambulance. This same technique can be used around the home or garden for destroying spiders and various pests. Snapper also respond well to a diet of larvae.

The Old Digger Method

Take an unexploded shell apart and sprinkle the unlit end over the affected area — light, hit.

The Warm Dung of Organic Method

Pack about 100 grams of hot, fresh cured dung lightly over the general area. Lie in sun until dry and hard. Peel off rapidly.

The Mathematics Dept. Method

Hope they go away, or pass on to one or as many people as possible until they are all gone (exponential decay).

The Sauna Method

Breathe yourself comfortably on a bed sheet, then dump red hot bricks into pan as required.

The CIA Method

Apply a 60,000 volt electric shock to affected area. Recent research in Chile proves effectiveness of this method. (Some side effects though.)

The Bruce (Easy Dick) Method

Take an overdose of sleeping tablets and have a friend pick them off while you are asleep.

The "Gave it to me" Method

Pick them off one by one while chanting, "Oh, oh, oh, oh".

The Marxist — Leninist Method

Isn't they don't exist.

The Capitalist Method

Buy shrimps in DDT. Feed on many people and pass on to others who drink shrimps over affected area or bold or singly with a lighted half-corona cigar.

The Bored Housewife Method

Ring the plumber to come and fix it.

The USA Method

Promote infestation over several years and apply the Department for a pension allowance which is where in Galipoli.

How to handle your partner's complaints about your continual scratching:

— excuse the other person, giving them to you or,

— say it really staches, or,

— tie a piece of rope around your neck and lie like the other one around his too.

Conceal under clothing, breathing, simply accomplished by sniffing big time.

And if you have to explain why you're shared — say you just had snaret, appendix removed or just been experimenting with your friend!

ROLLS ROYCE

This magnificent 1973 Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow L.W.B. was designed especially for His Excellency, the Governor of South Australia, and has been mainly chauffeur driven over a mere 19,000 miles. This immaculate vehicle is still covered by manufacturer's new cond warranty.

Finished in superb Porcelain White with Dunlop footware Scoop Buys!

SANDSHOES WITH WHITE NON-MARK RUBBER SOLE $2.50 PAIR

WALKING NAVY & GOLD WALKING NAVY & GOLD

Attractive blue gingham upper with contrasting white sole and midsole, Fourth inner sole.

MEN'S SYTH SE 8 NAVY BLUES BLACK/WHITE $2.20 PAIR

MEN'S SYTH SE 8 NAVY BLUE

Lightweight, easy on and off.

RUGGED LEATHER WORK BOOT WITH RUBBER SOLE $10.99 PAIR

(All prices are for pair)

For all inquiries, please call our hotline at 362-409.
BUSY CRUTCH with its powerful MACROBIO TIC ESTERS and NUCLEATED HALOGENS contains the fun-molecule D-ribi- mapro-ero-ergo-in, a brand new aphrodisiac and sink-cleaner discovered in Consolidated’s laboratories in 1973 before it took America by storm and completely revolutionized the crutch business.

Odourless, tasteless and completely free of unpleasant side-effects, this product can be sprayed near anything with complete safety and with minimal damage to sensitive tissues.

University tests have shown that, of four mice sprayed with BUSY CRUTCH, an overwhelming majority survived to become bigger, better mice within two days.

A chimpanzee is circling the earth at this very minute being sprayed with BUSY CRUTCH at regular intervals to determine the effects of BUSY CRUTCH in outer space and the viability of the product as an interstellar rocket-fuel and hair remover.

BUSY CRUTCH — the DEODORANT THAT TOOK AMERICA BY STORM. All through your busy day, BUSY CRUTCH holds you up and keeps you going. (Yet) another Consolidated Product.

Professor Julius Zander, observing the lack of hair on black holes, or indeed vegetation of any type, and realizing the far-reaching consequences to the theory of gravitation, was recently heard to say "Gravitas be dammed! The curb sticks!" (The above article is below expanded into a book which will eventually cover the entire universe. Prof. D. E. is writing at 150,000 m/s and catches the Gifford Plane in his favourite library seat every day.

A Shot Story by David Pryor: "Once a very, very long time ago, in a kingdom called Brusheud, a party set sail for a distant shore.

On the way, however, there was a violent storm and the boat was wrecked.

There were only three survivors.

The two men and the woman made their way to a nearby island. After two weeks, the woman was so ashamed of what they were doing that she killed herself.

Two weeks later, the men were so ashamed of what they were doing that they buried her.

And two weeks after that, children were so ashamed of what they were doing that they dug her up again.

They were all ashamed. END.

AT GLENEAGLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>Final Pts.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glen</td>
<td>5-3</td>
<td>10-7</td>
<td>17-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>9-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THIS IS A BALD MAN!

A NEW TYPE OF HAIR ASSESSMENT... JUST MERGENCY DOWN AT THE WALLS, Y’KNOW?

I MADE A CAKE OF DOG CONTACTS IN THERE.

THIS IS NOT A CHEAP HAIRPIECE THAT YOU SEE ON THE STREET

Cheap hairpieces are usually made of human hair using pinto-pan hair, and are sold at $10. IT IS BETTER TO BE BALD THAN TO WEAR AN ARTIFICIAL LOOKING HAIRPIECE. ASK YOUR BEST FRIEND!

The man on the left photographed has a 10% hair replacement that has been custom designed and created especially for him by a SIR'S expert in New Zealand.

9.30 a.m. - 7 p.m.  SIR'S THE INTERNATIONAL CO.

SIR'S for men

SIR'S - The INTERNATIONAL CO.

38 Gawler Place, Adelaide

Phone 223 3887
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I would like a nice, polite young man to come around to my house and rear-up my dog, Pogo, whom I've had for 50 years, but who makes awful noises at night and barks uncontrollably. Please ring my number or my eldest son.

Now your car insurance worries are at an end with our new Comprehensive Cover Insurance Scheme. You've heard of broken carders or bent hinges, don't they? Now WE REMOVE CAR SEATS at no extra cost to you. We just rip them off and send you home laughing in a showdown car, just think of the surprised friends and kindly glances you'll get. (You'll rethink about buying a solo seat!) (Yelling) With a Gowler Place.

Competent insurance worries are over with our new Comprehensive Wheel Insurance scheme. You've heard of flat tires or faulty rims, bald pads and nature strips? Now we REMOVE ALL TIRES at no extra cost to you. Just rip them off and send you home laughing in a showdown car, just think of the surprised friends and kindly glances you'll get. (You'll rethink about buying a solo seat!) (Yelling) With a Gowler Place.

Single trolley looking for good-condition second-hand shell. Ring 728 8944 after-hours. I am a keen gardener with a keen awareness of the importance of the cleanliness and neatness of suburban gardens, and the contribution that they make to the proper functioning of our environment. As such I would therefore be interested in purchasing a small potted plant with a rip-back blow-away cartage to remove an ugly and troublesome tree stump from the bottom of my garden. Would anyone interested please send the bomb to this address: Mr. Elvin E. Entropy, Smythe, Clear-View Drive, Inner Springfield}

WANTED

Four-foot tall woman to tend deranged male cat. Well-hung, enjoys picnics and trips to the rains, coconuts and fan. Likes trees and rafters. Ph. 3104.

Vacant lot wanted to plant calabashes and plant some pines. Write to Manic Obsessive, 86 Ham Rd., Norta.

Large tractor and driver needed to plough up neighbours' lawn. Generous terms, lawsuit. Outsider. Ring 3186.

B-22 bomber with two tons of bomb required to clear ground around Canberra. Experienced pilots only. Cash on delivery. Contact Shirley at 4 Mavis St., City.

IMPROVE YOUR SPELING:

Yer AVERAGE STUDENT
A COMPLETE MORON
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